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Fluency misattribution and visual hindsight bias

Daniel M. Bernstein

Kwantlen University College and University of Washington

Erin M. Harley

University of California, Los Angeles, and Exponent Failure Analysis Associates, Inc.

We tested a fluency-misattribution theory of visual hindsight bias, and examined how perceptual and
conceptual fluency contribute to the bias. In Experiment 1a observers identified celebrity faces that
began blurred and then clarified (Forward baseline), or indicated when faces that began clear and then
blurred were no longer recognisable (Backward baseline). In surprise memory tests that followed,
observers adjusted the degree of blur of each face to match what the faces looked like when identified in
the corresponding baseline condition. Hindsight bias was observed in the Forward condition: During the
memory test observers adjusted the faces to be more blurry than when originally identified during
baseline. These same observers did not show hindsight bias in the Backward condition: Here, they
adjusted faces to the exact blur level at which they identified the faces during baseline. Experiment 1b
tested a combined condition in which faces were viewed in a Forward progression at baseline but in a
Backward progression at test. Hindsight bias was observed in this condition but was significantly less than
the bias observed in the Experiment 1a Forward condition. Experiments 1a and 1b provide support for
the fluency-misattribution account of visual hindsight bias: When observers are made aware of why
fluency has been enhanced (i.e., in the Backward condition) they are better able to discount it, and as a
result show reduced or no hindsight bias. In Experiment 2, observers viewed faces in a Forward
progression at baseline and then in a Forward upright or inverted progression at test. Hindsight bias
occurred in both conditions, but was greater for upright than inverted faces. We conclude that both
conceptual and perceptual fluency contribute to visual hindsight bias.

Early on the morning of 29 August 2005 hurricane
Katrina made landfall in New Orleans, Louisiana,
USA. Later that morning, the 17th Street Canal
levee failed and water from Lake Pontchartrain
surged into the already hurricane-beaten city.
The next day a second levee was breached. In
the weeks following the hurricane, debate en-
sued as to whether officials should have foreseen
the failure of the levees: ‘‘I knew in my gut that
this was the bad one,’’ former FEMA director
Michael Brown said, recalling his feelings from
the day before Katrina hit (MSNBC NEWS,
2006). Prior to the storm, how accurately could

the average person have estimated the likeli-
hood of this outcome? Without the benefit of
outcome knowledge, people make educated
guesses about particular events; sometimes they
are correct and sometimes they are not. In
contrast, when making a judgement with the
benefit of outcome knowledge, people make
overly educated guesses. They tend to think that
they ‘‘knew it all along’’ (Wood, 1978), and
assume, for instance, that they would have pre-
dicted the breach of the levees in New Orleans.
Such hindsight bias lends the world’s events an air
of inevitability.
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7 Hindsight bias occurs when outcome informa-
tion biases one’s judgement regarding the naive
knowledge state of oneself or others (Fischhoff,
1975). The bias is robust and has been demon-
strated for a variety of judgements. In a standard
hindsight task conducted in the laboratory, parti-
cipants predict the outcome to a problem or event
prior to learning the outcome, e.g., ‘‘what will
happen on President Nixon’s 1972 visit to China
and the Soviet Union.’’ After learning the actual
outcome, participants must try to recall their
original predictions (or estimate the predictions
given by others who do not have outcome
information). Often, participants recall or esti-
mate predictions that are closer to the actual
outcome, thereby exhibiting hindsight bias (for a
review, see Blank, Musch, & Pohl, 2007).

VISUAL HINDSIGHT BIAS AND
FLUENCY MISATTRIBUTION

Harley, Carlsen, and Loftus (2004) developed a
visual analogue to the standard verbal hindsight
bias task. Observers identified celebrity faces that
began degraded (blurry) and then clarified on a
computer screen (baseline condition). Following
baseline, observers completed a hindsight condi-
tion in which they viewed the baseline faces again
(old faces) plus a set of previously unseen faces
(new faces), and tried to estimate the blur level at
which a naive peer would be able to identify each
face. In the hindsight condition faces clarified in
the same manner as did those during baseline,
except that each clarification sequence was pre-
ceded by a clear picture of that face (prime).
Observers were asked to imagine that a same-age
peer did not see the prime, and to stop the
clarification when their peer would be able to
identify the face. Hindsight bias was observed in
that condition: Compared to baseline perfor-
mance, observers overestimated the degradation
level at which their peers would be able to
identify the celebrity faces, i.e., they believed
faces were identifiable at a blurrier point than was
actually the case in the baseline task. Moreover,
the magnitude of the bias was greater for old
faces than for new faces. Harley et al. interpreted
these results in terms of fluency misattribution , a
brief explanation of which we now provide.

Fluency reflects the speed, ease, and accuracy
with which a stimulus is processed. Although
fluency can be enhanced via numerous stimulus
variables*e.g., clarity, familiarity, and presenta-

tion duration*participants are sometimes una-
ware of the cause or source of the enhancement.
Under such conditions it has been shown that
people can misattribute fluency. For example,
Jacoby and Whitehouse (1989) found that when
viewing words in a recognition test, participants
unaware of subliminal prime words misattributed
enhanced fluency of test words to prior exposure.
Similarly, participants have been shown to mis-
attribute enhanced fluency to a variety of stimu-
lus judgements, e.g., truth value, liking, clarity,
and duration (see Bernstein, Whittlesea, &
Loftus, 2002; Brinol, Petty, & Tormala, 2006;
Unkelbach, 2006; Winkielman, Schwarz, Reber,
& Fazendeiro, 2003). These studies provide evi-
dence that people use the relative ease and speed
of their information-processing experience to
make cognitive, perceptual, and even affective
judgements about the world.

Harley et al. (2004) proposed that fluency
misattribution might account for visual hindsight
bias. When observers know the identity of the
blurry face a priori in the hindsight condition they
process those faces more fluently. Unaware of
why fluency has been enhanced they misattribute
it to the predictability of the given outcome.
Fluency misattribution predicts greater hindsight
bias for old compared to new faces, and that is
precisely what was found. While observers pro-
cessed both face types fluently in hindsight as a
result of viewing the primes prior to each
clarification process, observers experienced addi-
tional fluency for old faces as a result of watching
them clarify in the baseline condition. For both
face types observers misattributed processing
fluency to another person’s knowledge, claiming
that their naive peer was not, in fact, naive;
however, they misattributed more for old than
for new faces due to the enhanced fluency
experienced for old faces.

As with any new finding, replication is war-
ranted. Also, if fluency does in fact underlie the
visual hindsight bias, as Harley et al. (2004)
proposed, then it should be possible to eliminate
or even reverse the bias under certain circum-
stances (see Roese, Fessel, Summerville, Kruger,
& Dilch, 2006).

ELIMINATION AND REVERSAL OF
HINDSIGHT BIAS

Attempts to eliminate or reverse hindsight bias
have been largely unsuccessful. For instance,

VISUAL HINDSIGHT BIAS 549
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7 Fischhoff (1977) found that warning participants
about the dangers of hindsight failed to reduce
bias. Similarly, Harley et al. (2004) educated
participants about visual hindsight bias by ex-
plaining how participants usually perform a
memory test when falling victim to the bias. The
experimenters warned participants that they
should try to avoid this bias when making their
judgements and perform as accurately as possible.
The education and warnings proved unsuccessful
in reducing the bias. Thus, explicit warnings do
not seem to be effective at reducing hindsight
bias, suggesting the bias may be cognitively
impenetrable.

More successful attempts to reduce or elim-
inate hindsight bias use implicit manipulations.
For example, Sanna and colleagues (Sanna &
Schwarz, 2003; Sanna, Schwarz, & Small, 2002)
asked participants to think of either few or many
thoughts about why a given outcome occurred
(e.g., why the British won the British�Gurkha
War of 1814). Participants asked to generate few
thoughts found the task relatively easy. Conver-
sely, participants asked to generate many
thoughts found the task relatively difficult. Sanna
and Schwarz refer to this relative ease or diffi-
culty with which thoughts are brought to mind as
‘‘accessibility experience’’. Like fluency, accessi-
bility experience describes the ease of one’s
processing experience, and can influence a variety
of judgements (see, Winkielman et al., 2003).
The concept of accessibility experience refers to
the ease or difficulty of thought generation
(or recall), whereas fluency refers to the ease or
difficulty with which new information is pro-
cessed. Thus, accessibility experience and fluency
are different in terms of thought generation (or
recall) versus processing, but they are similar in
terms of inferences regarding quick versus slow
experiences. As such, accessibility and fluency are
both metacognitive experiences.

In Sanna et al.’s (2002) study, participants who
had an easy time generating outcome-consistent
thoughts rated the outcome as more foreseeable
(i.e., exhibited greater hindsight bias) than those
who had a difficult time. The latter participants
interpreted their subjective experience of diffi-
culty in generating many outcome-consistent
thoughts as evidence that the given outcome
was not foreseeable. Other work on attribution
has demonstrated that providing participants with
a viable source to explain processing fluency
can dramatically affect cognitive and affective

judgements (Oppenheimer, 2006; Sinclair, Mark,
& Clore, 1994).

Thus, it appears possible to eliminate or
reverse hindsight bias. What is needed, though,
is a subtle manipulation. In Experiments 1a and
1b, borrowing liberally from Jacoby and White-
house (1989), we sought to reduce, eliminate, or
reverse the visual hindsight bias by making the
source of enhanced fluency obvious to partici-
pants. In Experiment 2 we investigated whether
conceptual fluency, perceptual fluency, or both
contribute to visual hindsight bias.

EXPERIMENT 1A

In Experiment 1a observers identified celebrity
faces in two conditions: Forward and Backward.
Both conditions contained two parts: a baseline
task and a memory test. The Forward condition
was a replication of Harley et al.’s (2004) memory
test design in which observers identified celebrity
faces as they clarified over time (baseline) and
then in a surprise memory test that followed,
adjusted the blur level of each face to match
how it looked when identified during baseline
(see also Halberstadt & Niedenthal, 2001). In the
Backward condition baseline task, rather than
start blurry and slowly clarify, each face began
clear and slowly blurred. Observers identified the
face at the outset and then indicated*while
watching the face become blurrier over time*
when the celebrity was ‘‘no longer recognisable’’
(see Bernstein, Loftus, & Meltzoff, 2005). For the
Backward memory test, observers adjusted the
blur level of each face to match how it looked
when they claimed it was no longer recognisable
during baseline. Mirroring their respective base-
line conditions, the Forward memory test faces
began blurry whereas the Backward memory test
faces began clear.

Based on previous results (Bernstein, Atance,
Loftus, & Meltzoff, 2004; Harley et al., 2004), we
expected that in the Forward condition observers
would demonstrate hindsight bias by adjusting
faces during the memory test to be more blurry
than they were when identified during baseline.
Based on Jacoby and Whitehouse’s (1989) work,
we expected that in the Backward condition
observers would be aware of why fluency had
been enhanced and therefore discount the fluency
(and perhaps over-discount). Our rationale for
why observers would be aware of the fluency and
its source in the Backward condition was that the

550 BERNSTEIN AND HARLEY
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7 gradual blurring of the faces (from clear to less
clear to blurry) would provide observers with an
obvious source to which to attribute their fluency.
The result of such discounting would be that in
contrast to performance in the Forward condition,
the Backward condition would result either in no
hindsight bias (i.e., if observers stop the faces at
the precise point that they had done previously),
or a reverse hindsight bias (i.e., if observers stop
the faces at a less degraded point than they had
done previously). Like Jacoby and Whitehouse’s
Unaware and Aware groups, observers in our
Forward and Backward conditions, respectively,
would either not know or would know why they
processed the faces fluently. When unaware of
why fluency has been enhanced (Forward condi-
tion) observers would exhibit hindsight bias;
conversely, when aware of why fluency had been
enhanced (Backward condition) observers would
exhibit no bias or a reverse hindsight bias.

The procedures used in Experiment 1a also
provide for a test of the hysteresis effect. First
reported by Bruner and Potter (1964), the hyster-
esis effect is when observers claim to perceive an
image at a blurrier state when viewed in a clear-
to-blurry progression than when viewed in a
blurry-to-clear progression. We expected that
Experiment 1a observers would claim to perceive
the identity of the celebrity faces at a blurrier
state when viewed in the Backward condition
than when viewed in the Forward condition.

Method

Observers. A total of 53 University of Washing-
ton undergraduates, all with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, participated in exchange for
course credit.

Apparatus. Data collection took place in a
room equipped with four Macintosh eMac

computers*each of which was equipped with a
G4 processor and a 17-inch monitor*allowing
up to four observers to participate in each data
collection session. Curtains were hung between
computers to prevent observers from viewing
other monitors during the session. Each data
collection session lasted approximately 30 min-
utes. The experiment was written and executed
in MATLAB using the Psychophysics Toolbox
extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).

Stimuli. Stimuli were 36 greyscale pictures of
celebrity faces. The set included well-known
actors, musicians, politicians, and sports figures;
for example, Jerry Seinfeld, Tom Hanks, Britney
Spears, Hillary Clinton, and Michael Jordon.
Each face measured 500 pixels from the bottom
of the chin to the top of the head and subtended a
visual angle of about 21.88 vertically. The display
monitor’s background luminance was 2.94 cd/m2.

For each face, 30 successively more blurred
versions were created. Each blurred version was
accomplished by Fourier transforming the image
from pixel space into spatial-frequency space,
multiplying the resulting frequency amplitude
spectrum by a low-pass filter and inverse-Fourier
transforming the result back into pixel space. The
low-pass filter was designed such that for each
blur level, it passed frequencies perfectly; in other
words, it had a value of 1.0 up to some value of f0

cycles per face height and then fell parabolically,
reaching zero at the cut-off frequency value of
f1�f0�3 cycles per face height. As f0 and f1 are
made smaller, the filter cuts off more spatial
frequencies, and the resulting face becomes
blurrier, as demonstrated in Figure 1. In each of
the three experiments reported here, f1, the filter
cut-off frequency, was used as the dependent
variable*a measure of the degree of blur present
in the image when the observer was able to (or
believed he or she would be able to) identify the

Figure 1. Sample of a celebrity face like those used in Experiments 1a-2. Shown is a subset of the 30 low-pass filtered images

created for Jennifer Aniston with corresponding f1 (cycles per face height) filter cutoff values.

VISUAL HINDSIGHT BIAS 551
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7 celebrity. A blurrier picture is implied by a
smaller f1 value.

Design and procedure. Experiment 1a con-
tained two conditions: Forward and Backward.
Each condition had a baseline task and a memory
test. Each observer completed both conditions.
The Forward baseline task was a simple identifi-
cation test. Half of the faces, 18 of 36, appeared
in this condition. For each face, the 30 blur-
red images appeared, in order from most to
least blurred, at a rate of 500 ms per image. To
the observer, it looked as if the celebrity’s face
were slowly becoming clearer over time. For each
face, observers were instructed to hit the space
bar as soon as they recognised the celebrity, and
then to type into the computer something that
would identify the celebrity.

Observers were allowed to identify a celebrity
in a number of ways, including any portion of the
celebrity’s name, the name of a character he or
she plays on television, the name of a movie in
which he or she has starred, and so on. Anything
that indicated to the investigators that the
observer recognised the celebrity was scored as
an accurate response. At the completion of each
trial, the observer verified his or her final identity
guess. For each celebrity face, all 30 blurred
images were displayed regardless of whether or
when the face was identified. This was done to
equate as best as possible the total time an
observer viewed each face. The order in which
the 18 celebrities appeared was randomised for
each observer.

In the Backward baseline task faces began
clear and slowly blurred; the 30 blurred images
were displayed, in order from least to most
blurred, at a rate of 500 ms per image. The 18
faces not shown in the Forward condition were
shown in the Backward condition. Observers
identified celebrities at the outset, and then
indicated when the face was ‘‘no longer recogni-
sable’’ by pressing the space bar to stop the blur
sequence. Observers were allowed to stop the
sequence multiple times if their decisions chan-
ged; this was done to prevent observers from
stopping the sequence early to avoid missing a
certain blur level. As in the Forward baseline
task, all 30 blurred images were displayed regard-
less of whether or when the observer indicated
that the face was no longer recognisable.

Following completion of the two baseline tasks
observers received a surprise memory test (MT).
Celebrities viewed in the Forward baseline

condition were tested in the Forward MT (but
in a different order), and celebrities viewed in the
Backward baseline condition were tested in the
Backward MT (also in a different order). For
both memory tests, observers’ task was to recall
the degree of blur present when they stopped
the blur sequence for the final time during the
corresponding baseline task. For the Forward MT
this was the point at which they first correctly
identified the face, whereas for the Backward MT
this was the point at which they last indicated that
the face was no longer recognisable. The manner
in which faces blurred or clarified in the memory
tests was consistent with the manner in which
they blurred or clarified during baseline presenta-
tion, so Forward MT faces began blurred and
Backward MT faces began clear. In both tests
each face was accompanied by the observer’s
identity response (regardless of whether or not it
was correct), printed on the monitor just below
the face. To adjust the degree of blur backwards
or forwards, observers used the left and right
arrow key respectively; a single key press changed
the degree of blur by one step. They were allowed
to range back and forth among the 30 filters until
satisfied with their decisions. Once a satisfactory
blur level was found observers hit the space bar to
proceed to the next trial; no time limits were
imposed.

Both baseline tasks were always completed
prior to the memory tests. Condition order (i.e.,
whether Forward or Backward baseline was
completed first), and choice of which celebrities
were shown in Forward versus Backward condi-
tions, were counterbalanced across observers.
Two practice trials were completed prior to each
of the four tasks; celebrities shown in practice
trials did not appear in the experiment proper.

Results

Visual hindsight bias. Experiment 1a data are
shown in Figure 2. In all experiments reported
here, observers correctly identified at least 95%
of the celebrities during baseline. Only trials for
which an observer correctly identified the celeb-
rity during baseline identification were included
in the analysis. To determine whether observers
exhibited hindsight bias in the Forward and
Backward conditions we calculated a hindsight
ratio (HR) for each condition. HR is the average
blur level at which observers stopped faces
during baseline divided by the average blur level
to which observers adjusted faces during the

552 BERNSTEIN AND HARLEY
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memory test. We used f1, the filter cut-off fre-
quency, as our measure of blur. A lower f1 value
implies a blurrier face, so to the extent that
observers show hindsight bias, HR will be greater
than 1.0. Replicating Harley et al.’s (2004) result,
we found that in the Forward condition observers,
on average, adjusted faces in the memory test to
be more blurry than the blur level at which they
actually identified those faces during baseline
(HR�1.4690.10) (note that the notation X9Y
refers to a mean plus or minus a 95% confidence
interval). In the Backward condition, though,
we found no evidence of visual hindsight bias
(HR�1.0090.05): During the memory test, ob-
servers, on average, stopped the celebrity faces at
the same point at which they originally indicated
that they could no longer recognise those faces
during the baseline condition. Condition order
had no effect on the data.

Hysteresis. Our data replicate the hysteresis
effect (Bruner & Potter, 1964), namely that
observers claim to perceive an image at a blurrier
state when viewed in a clear-to-blurry progression
than in a blurry-to-clear progression. Consistent
with this result, Experiment 1a observers stopped
the celebrity faces at a blurrier point in the
Backward baseline task than in the Forward
baseline task, t(52)�9.65, pB.001. Thus, obser-

vers indicated that they could identify blurring
celebrity faces at a blurrier level than the level at
which they could identify clarifying celebrity
faces.

Discussion

The dissociation between performance in the
Forward and Backward conditions lends fur-
ther support to our claim that fluency misattribu-
tion underlies visual hindsight bias. To see how
fluency misattribution can account for the present
results, we discuss the Forward and Backward
conditions in turn. In the Forward baseline task
observers identified a series of celebrity faces as
those faces began blurred and then clarified.
Later, in the Forward memory test, observers
indicated the point at which they stopped each
face during baseline. Having already identified
each of the faces previously, observers processed
these faces fluently during the Forward memory
test. However, unaware of the source of this
fluency, observers misattributed the fluency to
having identified the faces at a blurrier point than
the point at which they truly identified those faces
during baseline. The problem that observers
encountered when making their hindsight judge-
ments, we maintain, was that they were unaware
of the reason why they could see and identify
faces at a blurrier point during the memory test
than during the baseline task.

The key to successful performance on the
memory tests is to appreciate why one is proces-
sing the faces fluently. We argue that observers
are unaware of the source of this fluency in
the Forward condition, but aware of the source
in the Backward condition. In the Backward
baseline task, observers indicated when they
could no longer recognise celebrity faces as those
faces began clear and then blurred. Later, in
the Backward memory test, observers indicated
the point at which they stopped each face during
baseline. As in the Forward condition just de-
scribed, we believe that observers processed faces
more fluently during the memory test than during
the baseline task. However, unlike the Forward
condition, observers in the Backward condition
were fully aware of the source of their processing
fluency. It is as if observers were being constantly
reminded, on every frame, of why they were
processing faces fluently during the Backward
memory test. Observers knew the identity of the
celebrity at the outset of each trial (as did
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7 observers at the outset of the Forward memory
test trials), but they were also staring into the
clear, un-degraded face of that celebrity. As the
face blurred, observers processed the face flu-
ently, but they were fully aware of the source of
the fluency. Thus, observers knew precisely why
they knew the identity of the celebrity face.

Hysteresis effects revealed different baseline
performance levels for the Forward and Back-
ward conditions; however, it is unlikely that
differences in baseline can account for the differ-
ences in hindsight bias observed in the two
conditions. Although the baseline identification
point in the Backward condition was at a lower f1

value than was the identification point for the
Forward condition (14.08 versus 23.12 respec-
tively), the baseline f1 in the Backward condition
was not near floor levels. Of the 30 blur levels
presented to observers, an f1 value of 14.08 is
approximately step 14. This means that observers
could have exhibited hindsight bias had they
chosen one of the 13 blur levels that was lower
than step 14 during the Memory Test.

EXPERIMENT 1B

Traditional hindsight studies compare responses
made in a naive knowledge state to responses
made following the receipt of outcome informa-
tion. In an effort to make the source of fluency
obvious to observers in the Backward condition
of Experiment 1a we departed from this tradi-
tional paradigm. Although observers did recall
prior judgements, the prior judgements they were
asked to recall were not made in a naive knowl-
edge state. This is because the celebrities were
shown clearly at the outset of the Backward
baseline task. We therefore cannot rule out that
any hindsight judgement would be unbiased when
observers made their original judgements in a
knowledgeable state. Experiment 1b was de-
signed to test whether, when recalling responses
from a naive condition, hindsight bias could be
reduced by making observers aware of fluency
during the memory test.

To accomplish this, Experiment 1b combined
the Forward and Backward conditions of Experi-
ment 1a: Observers viewed faces in a blurry-to-
clear (i.e., Forward) progression during baseline,
but in a clear-to-blurry (i.e., Backward) progres-
sion during the memory test. The old�new effect
in the Harley et al. (2004) study*greater bias for
old than new faces*suggests that bias results

from a combination of fluency that occurs during
the baseline task, and fluency that occurs during
the memory test (because observers showed more
bias for faces shown in both conditions than faces
shown only during the memory test). If bias
results from enhanced fluency in both the base-
line and memory test tasks, we reasoned that
observers should discount the fluency that they
experience when faces appear in a Backward
progression during the memory test. Thus, we
expected to reduce the amount of hindsight bias
in Experiment 1b in comparison to that found in
the Forward condition of Experiment 1a (when
bias resulted from viewing faces in both the
baseline and memory test tasks).

Method

Observers. A total of 30 University of Washing-
ton undergraduates, all with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, participated in exchange for
course credit. None of the participants had
participated in Experiment 1a.

Apparatus and stimuli. All equipment and
stimuli were identical to those used in Experi-
ment 1a.

Design and procedure. All observers in Experi-
ment 1b viewed celebrities in a Forward baseline
identification task followed by a Backward mem-
ory test. The baseline task was identical to the
Forward baseline task used in Experiment 1a.
Briefly, each face progressed from highly blurred
to full clarity over 15 seconds, and observers
stopped the resolution process as soon as they
recognised the face. The memory test was similar
to the Backward memory test used in Experiment
1a: Each face began clear and observers adjusted
the level of blur until the face looked like it did
when they stopped the resolution process and
identified the face in the baseline task.

Celebrity order was counterbalanced across
observers. Observers completed two practice
trials prior to each of the two tasks. Celebrities
shown in practice trials did not appear in the
experiment proper.

Results and discussion

Experiment 1b data are shown in Table 1. Data
from Experiment 1a are reproduced in Table 1 for
comparison. Only trials for which an observer
correctly identified the celebrity during baseline
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identification were included in the analysis. The

average hindsight ratio (HR) for Experiment

1b*baseline f1 divided by memory-test f1 aver-

aged across observers*revealed that observers

did show hindsight bias (HR�1.2190.13). To

determine the relative size of the effect, Experi-

ment 1b data were compared to data from the

Experiment 1a Forward and Backward condi-

tions. The amount of hindsight bias exhibited

in Experiment 1b was less than that observed

in the Forward condition of Experiment 1a,

t(81)�3.16, pB.01, and more than that in

the Backward condition of Experiment 1a,

t(81)�3.49, pB.001.
As predicted by the fluency misattribution

theory, hindsight bias was found in Experiment

1b, but the size of the bias was significantly

less than that observed in the Forward condi-

tion of Experiment 1a. Experiment 1b and the

Forward condition in Experiment 1a used iden-

tical forward baseline tasks, i.e., observers identi-

fied blurry faces as they clarified over time. In

both experiments observers were then given

a surprise memory test and adjusted the degree

of blur on each face until the face looked like

it did when identified during baseline. In both

experiments observers were allowed to toggle

back and forth among the 30 blur levels until

satisfied with their decisions. The only difference

between the two protocols was that in Experi-

ment 1a the memory test faces began blurry,

and in Experiment 1b they began clear. Despite

this relatively small difference in protocol, a

significant difference was found between hind-

sight effect sizes in the two experiments, with a

larger bias occurring when the memory test faces

began blurry.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiments 1a and 1b there were two sources
of fluency that observers had to discount if they
were to accurately recall baseline performance:
perceptual and conceptual fluency. Perceptual
fluency in the present study arises when observers
see faces clarify or blur in the same manner in
which they saw those faces clarify or blur
previously. Conceptual fluency arises when ob-
servers know the identity of the faces prior to
seeing the face clarify or blur. In one prior study,
Werth and Strack (2003) found that perceptual
fluency increases hindsight bias. In their para-
digm, participants read trivia questions that were
either easy to see (high perceptual fluency) or
hard to see (low perceptual fluency). As ex-
pected, the easier it was to read the question,
the more hindsight bias participants showed. This
finding demonstrates the role of perceptual flu-
ency in hindsight bias; however, these authors did
not assess the role of conceptual fluency in their
study.

In Experiments 1a�b in the current work, and
in Harley et al.’s (2004) study, conceptual and
perceptual fluency were both present. Thus, we
do not yet know which type of fluency is produ-
cing visual hindsight bias. In Experiment 2 we
explored whether visual hindsight bias results
from perceptual fluency, conceptual fluency, or a
combination of the two.

We manipulated perceptual fluency in Experi-
ment 2 by showing faces either upright or
inverted at test. Inverting a face is detrimental
to face recognition (see e.g., Loftus, Oberg, &
Dillon, 2004; Valentine & Bruce, 1986). Obser-
vers typically process upright faces holistically,
whereby facial features (e.g., eyes, mouth, nose)

TABLE 1

Comparison of hindsight effect sizes in Experiments 1a�b

Experiment 1a:

Backward condition Experiment 1b

Experiment 1a:

Forward condition

N 53 30 53

Baseline condition Backward Forward Forward

Test condition Backward Backward Forward

Baseline ID f1 14.08 24.55 23.12

Memory test f1 14.39 21.09 16.38

Hindsight ratio995% CI 1.0090.05 1.2190.13 1.4690.10

Forward condition faces were shown in a blurry-to-clear progression, whereas Backward condition faces were shown in a

clear-to-blurry progression. ‘‘Hindsight ratio’’ is the ratio of Baseline ID f1 to Memory test f1 averaged across participants. A ratio

of 1.0 implies no hindsight bias; larger ratios imply larger hindsight bias effects.
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7 are processed fluently and perceived as a well-
integrated whole. Conversely, observers process
inverted faces feature by feature, whereby facial
features are not processed fluently and not
perceived as a well-integrated whole (see e.g.,
Diamond & Carey, 1986; Farah, Wilson, Drain, &
Tanaka, 1998; Hole, 1994; Rhodes, Brake, &
Atkinson, 1993). Therefore, one way to dramati-
cally impair perceptual fluency of a face is to
present the face inverted.

In Experiment 2 observers completed a base-
line identification task followed by a memory test
identical to the protocol of the Forward condition
of Experiment 1a, but with one difference: Dur-
ing the memory test, half of the faces were
presented upright (as in baseline) and half were
presented inverted. For both upright and inverted
faces the celebrity’s name was printed below
the face to give conceptual priming. We know
from the results of Experiment 1a and previous
studies (Harley et al., 2004) that hindsight bias
will be found for upright faces. Whether a bias
occurs for inverted faces, and if so, its magnitude
compared to the bias observed for upright faces,
will reveal the relative contributions of perceptual
and conceptual fluency to visual hindsight bias.

If perceptual fluency alone underlies the bias,
then we expect upright faces to produce ample
hindsight bias, but inverted faces to produce little
or no hindsight bias. The reason is that for both
upright and inverted faces, conceptual fluency is
constant (present in the name prime); however,
perceptual fluency varies as previously discussed.
Observers should experience much perceptual
fluency for upright faces, but little to no percep-
tual fluency for inverted faces. If inverted faces
produce no visual hindsight bias, then we would
conclude that perceptual fluency alone underlies
visual hindsight bias. In contrast, if conceptual
fluency alone underlies visual hindsight bias, then
we expect upright and inverted faces to produce
equal amounts of hindsight bias. Again, the
reason is that conceptual fluency remains con-
stant for upright and inverted faces, but percep-
tual fluency varies. Note, however, that if equal
bias were observed for upright and inverted faces
we could not rule out the possibility that percep-
tual fluency is contributing to the bias for upright
faces, but that it interacts with conceptual fluency.
Such an interaction could theoretically cause
the individual effects to be reduced so that the
total bias would not exceed the effect of con-
ceptual fluency acting alone on the inverted faces.
Finally, if perceptual and conceptual fluency both

contribute to visual hindsight bias, then we ex-
pect both upright and inverted faces to produce
hindsight bias*the reason is that conceptual
fluency accompanies both orientations*but we
expect to see greater bias for upright than
inverted faces, because upright faces also have
perceptual fluency.

Method

Observers. A total of 42 University of Washing-
ton undergraduates, all with normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, participated in exchange for
course credit. None of the participants had
participated in Experiment 1a or 1b.

Apparatus and stimuli. All equipment and
stimuli were identical to those used in Experi-
ments 1a�b.

Design and procedure. Experiment 2 consisted
of two tasks: baseline identification and memory
test. The baseline identification task was identical
to the Forward baseline condition in Experiment
1a. Briefly, each face progressed from highly
blurred to full clarity over 15 seconds, and
observers stopped the resolution process as soon
as they recognised the face.

During the memory test, faces began blurry
and the observer’s response from baseline was
printed on the screen. Observers used the arrow
keys to adjust the degree of blur until the face
looked like it did when identified during baseline.
As in Experiments 1a�b, observers were allowed
to move back and forth among the 30 filters;
no time limits were imposed. Critically, unlike
Experiments 1a�b, during the Experiment 2
memory test half of the faces appeared upright
and half appeared inverted. Presentation of up-
right and inverted faces during test was mixed
across trials.

Celebrity order and the choice of which
celebrities appeared upright and which appeared
inverted at test were counterbalanced across
observers. Observers completed two practice
trials prior to each of the two tasks. Celebrities
shown in practice trials did not appear in the
experiment proper.

Results and discussion

Only trials for which an observer correctly
identified the celebrity during baseline identifica-
tion were included in the analysis. Observers
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7 exhibited hindsight bias for both upright faces
(HR�1.3990.09) and inverted faces (HR�
1.2390.09). Our primary question was whether
inverted faces would produce less, equal, or
more bias than upright faces. As can be seen
in Figure 3, upright faces produced more bias
than inverted faces, t(41)�3.68, pB.001. We
therefore conclude that perceptual and concep-
tual fluency both contribute to visual hindsight
bias.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

These experiments demonstrate the role of
fluency in visual hindsight bias. In Experiment
1a, observers identified celebrity faces as those
faces began blurred and then clarified (Forward
baseline), or they indicated when they could no
longer identify celebrity faces as the faces began
clear and then blurred (Backward baseline).
Next, observers completed a memory test in
which they viewed the faces blurring or clarify-
ing in the same manner in which they had during
baseline. Observers tried to recall the precise
point at which they stopped each face during
baseline. As we expected, when the faces began
blurred and clarified for the second time, ob-
servers overestimated their naive knowledge by
stopping the faces at a blurrier point than they

had done previously (visual hindsight bias).
However, observers did not overestimate their
original judgements when the faces began clear
and then blurred for the second time (no visual
hindsight bias). Here, observers correctly re-
called the point at which they had initially
stopped the faces. Experiment 1b tested a
combined condition in which observers com-
pleted the naive Forward baseline task followed
by the Backward memory test. Here, observers
demonstrated an intermediate amount of bias
compared to the Forward and Backward condi-
tions from Experiment 1a. In Experiment 2,
observers completed the Forward baseline con-
dition and then completed a Forward memory
test in which faces appeared upright or inverted.
Observers showed visual hindsight bias for both
types of faces; however, they showed more bias
for upright than for inverted faces.

We designed these experiments to test the
fluency misattribution theory of visual hindsight
bias (Harley et al., 2004). Visual hindsight bias,
like ordinary verbal hindsight bias, occurs when
observers know the outcome to a problem, and
then overestimate their own or another person’s
naive knowledge of the problem. For example,
observers who know the identity of a degraded
picture (e.g., of a celebrity face or a common
object) will overestimate their own or another’s
naive knowledge of the picture (Bernstein et al.,
2004; Harley et al., 2004). Thus, privileged knowl-
edge biases people’s judgement of naive knowl-
edge (Hawkins & Hastie, 1990; Wilson & Brekke,
1994). According to the fluency misattribution
theory of visual hindsight bias, observers process
the identity of a picture more fluently when they
know the identity of the picture. Like priming,
prior knowledge of a picture’s identity speeds
one’s processing of the picture. This enhanced
speed of processing (fluency) can be perceptual,
conceptual or both (see Whittlesea, 1993). Thus,
knowing that a degraded picture represents
the politician Bill Clinton leads people to process
the picture more fluently, which, in turn, they
mistakenly attribute to their own or another’s
naive knowledge.

Fluency misattribution can account for the
present results as follows: When observers know
in advance that they will be viewing a particular
celebrity face, they process degraded forms of
that face fluently. In cases where the face begins
blurred and then clarifies, observers misattribute
their processing fluency to having identified the
face at a more degraded state than they had
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Figure 3. Experiment-2 data. Mean face-identification point

(baseline or memory) is plotted as a function of f1, filter cutoff

frequency, expressed as cycles per face height. Error bars

represent standard errors.
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7 actually done previously. We call this visual

hindsight bias (Harley et al., 2004). In cases

where the face begins clear and then blurs during

both baseline and test, observers correctly dis-

count their processing fluency and avoid hind-

sight bias. What we find most striking about this

dissociation is that the magnitude of the visual

hindsight bias is very large in the former case and

non-existent in the latter case. It is quite difficult

to find evidence in the memory literature of near-

perfect memory for a large set of stimuli, yet our

observers demonstrated excellent memory in our

backward-identification condition.
What is unclear from these results, though, is

whether observers actually remembered the pre-

cise point at which they had initially stopped the

image of a blurring celebrity face. Two additional

possibilities for why we observed near-perfect

memory in the Backward condition of Experi-

ment 1a are as follows: (1) observers simply

performed the same task twice, and thus were

able to stop the face when they no longer could

identify it in both the baseline and memory

condition; (2) like the visual hindsight bias that

observers displayed in the Forward condition,

their perfect memory in the Backward condition

was also the product of bias. According to the

latter possibility, by discounting fluency, obser-

vers in the Backward memory test condition

could arrive at the correct level of blur for a

particular face without actually remembering that

they had stopped the face at this point previously.

In signal detection theory terms, observers

adopted a liberal bias in the Forward memory

test condition and a conservative bias in the

Backward memory test condition.
In Experiment 2 we investigated the relative

contributions of perceptual and conceptual flu-

ency to visual hindsight bias. We reasoned that

inverting memory test faces would eliminate or

drastically reduce perceptual fluency, while keep-

ing conceptual fluency constant. We again found

hindsight bias for upright faces, replicating

Experiment 1a and prior work (Harley et al.,

2004). We also found bias for inverted faces;

however, the magnitude of this bias was smaller

than that for upright faces. These results lead

us to two conclusions. First, perceptual and

conceptual fluency both contribute to visual hind-

sight bias. Second, perceptual fluency enhances

the bias above and beyond conceptual fluency

alone.

Alternative theories

We argue that traditional theories of hindsight
bias cannot account for the differences in bias
effect sizes observed in the studies reported here.
For example, cognitive reconstruction theories
argue that bias occurs as a result of original
evidence being reanalysed and reworked follow-
ing the receipt of outcome information (for a
review see, Hawkins & Hastie, 1990). Through
this rejudgement process, evidence consistent
with the outcome is elaborated whereas evidence
inconsistent with the outcome is minimised or
discounted. Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2 contained
the identical naive foresight task (Forward con-
dition). Because observers watched each face
clarify fully in the baseline task, outcome infor-
mation was also constant across the experiments.
Memory reconstruction should occur following
the receipt of outcome information and should
not be influenced by the mode of presentation
during the memory test; therefore, cognitive
reconstruction theories should predict equal bias
for Forward and Backward memory tests, and
equal bias for upright and inverted faces at test.
In contrast, mode of presentation has a large
effect on how fluently the faces are processed
during the memory test; therefore fluency
misattribution predicts larger bias in the For-
ward memory test design compared to the Back-
ward design, and larger bias for upright than
inverted faces, consistent with the data reported
here.

Another popular theory of hindsight bias,
anchoring and adjustment, posits that observers
anchor on the outcome to a problem or question
and then adjust their hindsight estimate to
accommodate this anchor. Similar to the argu-
ment above, adjustment should be made imme-
diately following receipt of outcome information,
and should not be influenced by the mode of
presentation at test. So, like cognitive reconstruc-
tion theories, anchoring and adjustment would
predict equal bias for the Forward and Back-
ward memory tests, as well as for upright and
inverted faces.

According to another more general memory
theory, transfer-appropriate processing (TAP),
memory improves to the extent that information
processing present at retrieval matches that at
encoding (Masson & MacLeod, 1992; Morris,
Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Rajaram, Srinivas, &
Roediger, 1998). First, TAP would predict better
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7 memory performance, i.e., less hindsight bias, for
the Forward condition from Experiment 1a*
where both baseline and memory test faces were
shown in the Forward condition*than for the
Experiment 1b design in which baseline faces
were presented in a Forward condition but
memory test faces were presented in a Backward
condition. The opposite result was obtained.
Second, TAP would predict better memory per-
formance for upright than inverted faces in
Experiment 2, because upright faces appear in
the same orientation in which they appeared
during baseline. Again, the opposite result was
obtained.

Future directions

A question that remains unanswered is whether
visual hindsight bias and the more traditional
verbal hindsight bias are components of the same
general bias*i.e., are we studying one phenom-
enon or many? Previous work using verbal
materials provides what we think is a limited
view of hindsight’s generality. Preliminary evi-
dence that hindsight bias is a general phenom-
enon that spans multiple sensory modalities
comes from work in which preschoolers com-
pleted a real-world version of the visual hindsight
bias task (with real objects hidden behind filter
screens) in addition to verbal hindsight bias
questions (Bernstein, Atance, Meltzoff, & Loftus,
in press). In that work, visual hindsight bias
correlated with verbal hindsight bias, indicating
that the two are related. Future work should
investigate to what extent visual and verbal
hindsight bias correlate in adults, and in particular
the role of fluency misattribution in verbal hind-
sight bias. Further, if visual and verbal hindsight
bias stem from the same general phenomenon, we
should also find evidence of hindsight bias in
other sensory modalities including olfaction and
audition (see Pohl, 2007).
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